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Thank you, Chairman Bizzell and Good morning. As Chairman Bizzell said, I am Lara Klibansky, the Marine Fisheries Commission Liaison and will be reporting on the delineation issue. Over the summer the MFC and the WRC Chairmen held a meeting to continue discussing potential solutions to the ongoing challenges both agencies have faced regarding joint regulation. The Chairman will be discussing the MOA, but I will be reviewing the maps that were included in the Chairman’s report and which you have in front of you. Before we go into the maps, I’m going to give you a little bit of history on the topic. For this presentation I’ll be brief and in no way comprehensive but hopefully it’ll provide some context for your discussion this morning.  



Delineation Timeline
April 2018: WRC requests collaborative evaluation of fishing water boundaries 

January 2019: MFC-WRC Joint Committee on Delineation of Fishing Waters formed

January – May 2019: MFC-WRC Joint Committee and staff met multiple times

August 2019: WRC selected salinity of 2.6 ppt as delineation measure

Fall 2019: Comments Received in Opposition to Boundary Line Changes

2020 – 21: MFC/WRC continued working towards joint rules readoption

2022: MFC and WRC readopt joint rules as is, will continue to work on joint rule issues. 

2022: Joint rules readopted

June 6 2022: MFC and WRC Chairman hold meeting to continue delineation discussion.
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On the screen you’ll see a basic timeline of events for the Delineation discussion.In April 2018 The Wildlife Resources Commission reached out to the Division of Marine Fisheries and requested the two agencies cooperatively evaluate the current fishing water boundaries. The DMF Director agreed to review and discuss the issue and both agencies assigned staff to lead a cooperative review committee of the boundary lines issue. In January 2019, the WRC Chairman sent a letter to the MFC Chairman requesting they each select three commissioners to form a MFC-WRC Joint Committee on Delineation of Fishing Waters. Beginning in January 2019 the assigned staff and commissioners from both agencies met multiple times. Delineation based on salinity became a primary focus of those meetings with staff reviewing the available salinity data. The committee last met in May 2019 and at that time they had not reached an agreement. In August 2019 the WRC staff presented their recommendations to their commission and the Commission selected a modeled salinity value of 2.6 ppt to derive delineations between inland fishing waters and coastal fishing waters and to evaluate any impacts associated with those lines. This led to further correspondence between the agencies that generally. Of note, during this time, the CRC Chair Renee Cahoon, whom you heard speak last night, wrote a letter expressing concern about the WRC’s proposed changes to the jurisdictional boundaries. In addition, the Town of Kitty Hawk, the Dare County Commission  and the Tyrell County Commission adopted resolutions opposing the reclassification of jurisdictional waters. No action on delineation occurred during 2020 or 2021. However, both agencies continued to work towards joint rule readoption.In 2022 the Commissions were directed to readopt the joint rules as is and to then commit to resolving any remaining conflicts. The joint rules were successfully readopted this summer. On June 6th the MFC and WRC Chairs met and laid out a proposal to work towards doing away with joint waters, as shown in the attached maps, as a means to resolve the remaining conflicts between the agencies. Following the meeting the Chairs instructed staff to prepare the MOA and accompanying maps based on their discussion. Now I’ll walk through the maps. As I said you have a printed copy of the proposed maps in front of you. For clarity I’m going to begin with the current boundaries so you can more easily see the proposed changes. 



Current 
Inland/Joint/Coastal
Northern Map
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As I said these are the current boundaries lines. The joint waters are in blue, coastal waters are in red and inland waters are in black. The full map has been split into three regions for viewing convenience. Again, I won’t review the maps in detail but I do want to give you a brief overview of the proposed changes. So on the screen now you’ll see the current Inland/Joint and Coastal boundary lines as they are now. Just as a reminder, Joint waters, which are here in blue, are defined as those coastal waters in which are found a significant number of fresh water fish.Ok, now to the proposed changes. 
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Here you’ll see the proposed Inland Waters in Green and Coastal Waters in Blue. The majority of the proposed changes are assigning waters currently designated as joint, as either inland or coastal. There are a few exceptions, for example There are a number of tributaries of the Alligator River that are currently inland that are proposed to be coastal. There are other instances like that, but the majority of the proposed changes to the currently designated joint waters. Most of the changes are concentrated in tributaries of the Albemarle Sound region of the state. Next we’ll move down to the Central area, 
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Again, these are the current boundaries as they stand now…
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And here are the proposed boundaries, with coastal in blue and inland in green. 
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And finally, these are the current boundaries in the southern area …
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And here are the proposed boundaries. And that concludes my presentation. And with that I’ll hand it back to you Chairman. (I am not planning to stay at the table for questions. )
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